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Highly sensitive and miniature microfiber-based
ultrasound sensor for photoacoustic
tomography
Liuyang Yang1, Yanpeng Li1, Fang Fang1, Liangye Li1, Zhijun Yan1,
Lin Zhang2 and Qizhen Sun 1*

A microfiber  with large evanescent  field encapsulated in PDMS is proposed and demonstrated for  ultrasound sensing.
The compact size and large evanescent field of microfiber provide an excellent platform for the interaction between optic-
al signal and ultrasound wave, exhibiting a high sensitivity of 3.5 mV/kPa, which is approximately 10 times higher than
the single-mode fiber sensor. Meanwhile, a phase feedback stabilization module is introduced into the coherent demodu-
lation system for long-term stable measurement. In addition, a photoacoustic tomography experiment with the microfiber
ultrasound sensor is implemented to verify the excellent performance on imaging, with the depth of 12 mm, the highest
lateral resolution of 65 μm and axial resolution of 250 μm, respectively. The highly sensitive microfiber ultrasound sensor
provides a  competitive  alternative  for  various  applications,  such  as  industrial  non-destructive  testing,  biomedical  ultra-
sound and photoacoustic imaging.
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Introduction
Ultrasound  sensors  play  an  important  role  in  many
fields,  such  as  biomedical  ultrasound  imaging1−3,
nondestructive  testing  (NDT)4,5, partial  discharge  detec-
tion6,7 and structural health monitoring8.  The traditional
ultrasound sensors are mainly based on piezoelectric ef-
fect,  which suffer from several  limitations9,10.  Firstly,  the
sensitivity of piezoelectric sensors depends on the size of
piezoelectric elements, resulting in relatively large size of
sensors.  Meanwhile,  the  piezoelectric  ultrasonic  sensors
usually  with  a  narrow response  bandwidth,  and thereby

prevent a faithful representation of the incident acoustic
wave. In  addition,  the  piezoelectric  sensors  are  suscept-
ible to  electromagnetic  interference  (EMI),  and  there-
fore  fail  to  work  in  extreme  environments  with  strong
electromagnetic.  Therefore,  the  development  of  highly
sensitive, broad bandwidth and cost-effective ultrasound
sensors is highly demanded in practical applications.

Fiber  optic  sensors  provide  a  competitive  alternative
for  ultrasound  detection  due  to  the  advantages  of  small
size, high sensitivity and excellent immunity to EMI11−15.
Until now, optical fiber sensors including interferometric 
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and non-interferometric sensors have been proposed and
applied  in  ultrasound  detection.  Among  these  various
sensors,  Fabry-Pérot  interferometer  (FPI)12,14,16 and
Mach-Zehnder  interferometer  (MZI)17−19 are  extensively
studied and widely utilized in ultrasound detection. High
finesse  fiber  based  FPI  owns  the  superiorities  of  high
sensitivity and  compact  structure.  However,  the  inter-
rogation  method  based  on  FPI  for  ultrasound detection
usually requires a tunable laser to track the highest slope
in cavity transfer function,  which is  costly and complic-
ated.  Meanwhile,  it  is  hard  to  fabricate  multiple  FPIs
with  identical  cavity  length,  which  makes  it  difficult  to
realize the multiplexing of FPI ultrasound sensors. Com-
pared  with  FPI  sensors,  MZI  based  ultrasound  sensors
can  be  multiplexed  in  multipoint  ultrasound  detection,
which  is  cost-effective  and  time-efficient17,20.  However,
the  sensitivity  is  relatively  low  due  to  the  large  Young’s
modulus of the silica fiber, which limits its application in
weak  ultrasound  signal  detection18.  Recently,  polymer
fibers  with  low  Young’s  modulus  were  adopted  in  the
MZI to improve the sensitivity of ultrasound detection17.
While  the  flawless  coupling  between  polymer  fiber  and
single-mode fiber (SMF) is challenging, which makes the
polymer fiber ultrasound sensor difficult to meet the re-
quirement of practical application. Therefore, fiber ultra-
sound  sensors  with  high  sensitivity,  ease  of  fabrication
and low cost are still in great demand.

Optical microfiber, with a diameter ranging from hun-
dreds  of  nanometers  to  tens  of  microns,  has  attracted
much  attention  from  researchers21−24.  Compared  with
single  mode  fiber,  microfiber  offers  a  smaller  size  and
larger evanescent  field,  thereby enabling detailed visual-
ization of the realistic ultrasound field with less disturb-
ance. Recently, H. Fan proposed a hybrid structure com-
posed  of  chalcogenide  microfiber  and  silica  microfiber,
in which the higher  order  mode was excited and gener-
ated  the  mode  interference25.  To  achieve  the  highest
acoustic sensitivity,  it  is  necessary to lock the interroga-
tion laser wavelength at the point of the highest slope in
the  interference  spectrum  of  the  sensor.  However,  the
combination of  chalcogenide  microfiber  and  silica  mi-
crofiber  is  not  stable  due  to  the  weak  Van  der  Waals
force,  resulting  in  the  interference  spectrum  susceptible
to the disturbance of the external environment, and thus
reducing the accuracy of measurement.

In  this  work,  a  stable  microfiber-based  ultrasound
sensor with  ultra-high  sensitivity  is  proposed.  The  mi-
crofiber is fabricated by tapering a SMF into micrometer

size and then packaged by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
material. The  large  evanescent  field  of  microfiber  en-
hances  the  interaction  of  light  and  ambient  medium.
With the  high elastic-optic  coefficient  of  PDMS,  the  in-
cident ultrasound wave is efficiently converted to the re-
fractive index  modulation  of  PDMS,  which  further  en-
hances the sensor’s sensitivity to ultrasound wave. Mean-
while, the microfiber wrapped in PDMS is in a relatively
stable state, which reduces the interference caused by en-
vironmental noise.  Assisted  with  the  MZI  based  coher-
ent demodulation  system  and  phase  feedback  stabiliza-
tion  technology,  the  proposed  sensor  achieves  a  noise
equivalent pressure (NEP) as low as 0.15 kPa and exhib-
its excellent  long-term  stability.  Furthermore,  a  pho-
toacoustic  tomography  system  is  built  on  the  proposed
microfiber ultrasound sensor, which realizes human hair
imaging with high axial resolution of 65–102 μm and lat-
eral resolutions of 250–420 μm over a depth of 12 mm. 

Methods and experiment setup
The  fabrication  procedure  is  briefly  illustrated  in Fig.
1(a).  The microfiber used in the work was fabricated by
flame-drawing  method.  Specifically,  the  SMF  was  fixed
firmly on the motors and then moved the motors slowly
until  the  diameter  of  microfiber  reaches  the  desired
value. Next, the microfiber was carefully transferred onto
the PMMA plate. The plate was covered by a thin layer of
PDMS (a weight ratio of the base and the curing agent is
10∶1) to  prevent  the  microfiber  from  directly  contact-
ing with the PMMA plate. After that, a small amount of
PDMS  liquid  was  instilled  on  the  surface  of  microfiber.
The liquid would diffuse slowly and form a uniform pro-
tective film. Finally, the PMMA plate was heated at 80 °C
for  20  minutes  to  solidify  the  PDMS.  In  this  work,  the
diameter and length of fabricated microfiber are about 7
μm and 10 mm, respectively,  which have both of strong
evanescent  field  and  enough  strength.  Moreover,  the
proportion  of  evanescent  field  transmitted  in  PDMS  is
calculated about 2.4% through COMSOL 5.3. The micro-
graph of microfiber is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Due to the large evanescent field of the microfiber, the
effective  refractive  index  of  the  microfiber  depends  on
both the refractive index of microfiber and PDMS26: 

neff =
k0[ηn1

2 + np
2(1− η)]

β
, (1)

neff

n1 np

where  is  the  effective  refractive  index  of  the
microfiber,  and  indicate the refractive index of the
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k0
η

β

microfiber and PDMS, respectively.  denotes the wave
number  in  vacuum,  is the  proportion  of  the  light  en-
ergy transmitted in the microfiber and  is the propaga-
tion  constant  of  the  fundamental  mode.  When  the
acoustic  wave  is  applied  to  the  microfiber  ultrasound
sensor,  the  change  of  refractive  index  of  the  microfiber
can  be  ignored  due  to  the  silica  microfiber  has  a  very
small  elastic  coefficient.  And  the  refractive  index  of  the
PDMS will  be  modulated  owing  to  the  elastic-optic  ef-
fect, which can be expressed as: 

dnp = αP0 , (2)

dnp

α
P0

where  denotes  the  change  in  the  refractive  index  of
PDMS,  is  the  elasto-optic  coupling  coefficient  of
PDMS  and  is the  applied  acoustic  pressure.  Accord-
ing  to  the Eq.  (1) and (2),  the  sensitivity  of  microfiber
can be improved by using an encapsulated material with
higher  elastic-optic  coefficient.  Moreover,  the  acoustic
impedance  of  encapsulated  material  should  match  the
acoustic  impedance  of  water  to  facilitate  acoustic
propagation.  Compared  with  water  media,  PDMS  has  a
higher  elastic-optic  coefficient  and  is  more  efficient  in
converting  acoustic  pressure  into  refractive  index
change.  Since  the  evanescent  field  of  the  microfiber  is
propagated in the PDMS, the refractive index change of
the  PDMS  will  be  transmitted  to  the  effective  refractive
index variation of the microfiber. To interrogate the mi-
crofiber-based ultrasound  sensor,  a  beam  of  interroga-
tion light is  injected into the sensor,  and then the phase
of interrogation light will be modulated by the change of
the  effective  refractive  index  of  the  microfiber,  which
carry the information of the incident acoustic wave. The
phase sensitivity can be calculated as follows: 

dϕ
P0

= k0
(
neff

dLeff

P0
+ Leff

dneff

P0

)
, (3)

Leff

dLeff

dneff

here,  is the effective sensing length of the microfiber
sensor,  represents  the  elongation  of  the  effective
sensing  length  and  denotes  the  effective  refractive
index  change  of  the  guided  mode.  Considering  that  the
length  of  the  microfiber  is  much  longer  than  the
wavelength of the acoustic wave and the sensor is axially
constrained, the axial  elongation can be ignored. There-
fore,  the phase modulation is  mainly  determined by the
effective refractive index change.

π/2

To  test  the  performance  of  the  fabricated  microfiber
ultrasound sensor,  a  MZI  with  phase  feedback  mechan-
ism was used for signal demodulation. The interrogating
system  is  exhibited  in Fig. 2.  A  narrow  linewidth  laser
with the operating wavelength of 1550.12 nm is served as
the light source. The incident light is split into reference
light and probe light by a 20%∶80% coupler, which are
coupled into  reference  arm  and  sensing  arm,  respect-
ively.  The  microfiber  ultrasound  sensor  is  inserted  into
the sensing arm to modulate the incident ultrasound sig-
nal to the phase of probe light. To achieve optimal sensit-
ivity, the MZI has to operate at the working-point, where
the phase difference between sensing and reference arm
is . The working-point can be maintained by an ana-
log controller in conjunction with a phase modulator in
the  reference  arm.  Then  two  beams  are  coupled  into  a
50%∶50% coupler.  The generated interference signal  is
received  and  converted  to  electric  signal  by  a  balanced
photodetector (BPD), and then the electric signal is split
to alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) sig-
nals. The  slow  shift  of  the  MZI  working-point  is  indic-
ated by the DC signal, which is fed to the analog control-
ler  to  compensate  for  the  phase  fluctuation  induced  by
the temperature variation as well as other low-frequency
disturbances.  In  this  way,  the  MZI  will  operate  at  the
working-point and the phase variation caused by the ul-
trasound wave can be linearly translated to the intensity
change.  A  data  acquisition  card  (DAQ)  is  employed  to
capture the output AC signal of the BPD and digitize the
analog  voltage  signal.  Briefly,  the  amplitude  of  the  AC
signal  is  proportional  to  the  ultrasound  signal  pressure.
An unfocused piezoelectric transducer (V325, Olympus)
and a laser-generated ultrasound source are employed to
evaluate  the  sensitivity  and  acoustic  frequency  response
of  the sensor,  respectively.  The sensor is  placed in front
of the  acoustic  sources  and  perpendicular  to  the  direc-
tion of  the  ultrasound  propagation.  The  measured  res-
ults are compared with a commercial ultrasound hydro-
phone (NH200, Precision Acoustics) for calibration. 
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Fig. 1 | (a) Fabrication procedure of the microfiber-based ultrasound

sensor. (b) Micrograph of the prepared microfiber.
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Results and discussion
To  evaluate  the  sensitivity  of  the  microfiber  ultrasound
sensor, a 2.25 MHz unfocused ultrasound transducer was
used as the ultrasound source. The pressure of generated
ultrasound  signal  was  55  kPa,  which  was  calibrated  by
the commercial  hydrophone.  The  typical  measured  sig-
nal is shown in Fig. 3(a), the peak-to-peak output voltage
is 190 mV, and thus the sensitivity of the microfiber ul-
trasound sensor is estimated as 3.5 mV/kPa. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the  acquired data  within 1  μs  before  the ultra-
sound signal arrived is used to assess the noise level, the
root-mean-square noise level is about 0.54 mV over a 20
MHz  measurement  bandwidth  and  the  signal-to-noise
(SNR) can be calculated as 51 dB. Therefore, the corres-
ponding noise equivalent pressure (NEP) is estimated to
be  0.15  kPa  (34  mPa·Hz−1/2).  Compared  with  the
polyvinylidene  fluoride  (PVDF)  ultrasound  sensor27,
which has a diameter of 200 μm and a NEP of 3 kPa, the
microfiber ultrasound  sensor  exhibits  a  20  times  im-
provement  in  NEP  with  a  diameter  of  only  7  μm.

Moreover,  the  NEP  can  be  further  reduced  by  using  a
microfiber  with  strong  evanescent  field.  The  voltages  of
output signals with different pressures are also collected
and exhibited in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that in the range
of 0 to 550 kPa, the acoustic pressure and output voltage
shows a good linearity with R-square of 0.99. The fitting
curve  for  the  sensitivity  of  the  microfiber  ultrasound
sensor has an intercept,  which is  caused by the sensitiv-
ity fluctuation  of  microfiber  sensor  and  the  measure-
ment uncertainty of the calibration hydrophone. To fully
reveal the  sensitivity  enhancement  of  microfiber,  a  con-
trast experiment based on SMF sensor was also conduc-
ted. It can be seen that the sensitivity of the SMF sensor
is  only  about  0.39  mV/kPa,  which  is  approximately  10
times  lower  than the  proposed microfiber-based  sensor.
From the  comparison,  the  proposed  microfiber  ultra-
sound sensor  is  more  suitable  for  the  detection  of  weak
signals.

For  capturing  faithful  ultrasound  wave,  the  sensor
should possess  a  broad  bandwidth  covering  from  hun-
dreds  of  kHz  to  tens  of  MHz.  In  order  to  evaluate  the
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frequency  response  of  the  microfiber  sensor,  a  broad
bandwidth acoustic  source  based  on  photoacoustic  ef-
fect28 was used.  The acoustic  source was created by illu-
minating  the  black  paint  coating  using  a  6-ns  pulsed
laser with a spot size of 5 mm in diameter. Fig. 4(a) and
4(b) depict  the  recorded  response  to  acoustic  pulse  in
time and frequency domains,  respectively.  It  can be  ob-
served that the temporal waveform is a clear monopolar
signal free from ringing. It should be noted that the peak
A is the original acoustic pulse and the adjacent peak B is
generated  by  the  reflection  of  the  encapsulated  PMMA
plate, which can be eliminated by using acoustic imped-
ance matching  materials.  Moreover,  the  broadband  fre-
quency response of the microfiber sensor extended to ap-
proximately  40  MHz  and  the  −10  dB  bandwidth  is  14
MHz.  The  excellent  indicators  of  the  proposed  sensor
can meet the requirements of high-resolution endoscop-
ic ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging.

Moreover,  the  short-term  and  long-term  stability  of
the sensor were verified as well. The sensitivity was con-

tinuously recorded as  long as  110 hours  with a  time in-
terval  of  24  hours.  The  experimental  method  was  the
same  as  the  approach  used  in  sensitivity  measurement.
For each  test,  the  data  was  recorded  for  10  times  to  re-
duce  the  measurement  error  and  evaluate  short-term
fluctuations.  As  shown  in Fig. 5, the  maximum  fluctu-
ation of the sensitivity within 110 hours is less than ±8%
and  the  maximum  error  bar  of  each  test  is  1.2%.  The
dominant factors that may lead to variation of sensitivity
are  discussed  as  follows.  On  the  one  hand,  when  the
sensor or  demodulation system is  subjected  to  rapid  vi-
bration,  while  the  phase  feedback  system  cannot  follow
the  state  in  time  due  to  the  response  time,  resulting  in
the deviation from the working-point of the MZI. On the
other  hand,  the  inhomogeneity  of  optical  fibers  will
cause the slow polarization change during the light trans-
mission,  and  further  result  in  the  polarization  fading,
which can be eliminated by employing the polarization-
maintaining fiber.

Benefiting from high sensitivity, broadband frequency
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response and good stability, the proposed sensor was fur-
ther utilized  for  photoacoustic  tomography.  The  dia-
gram of the imaging system is presented in Fig. 6. A 1064
nm Nd:YAG pulsed  laser  (DAWA-100,  Beamtech)  with
a fixed pulse duration of  8 ns is  served as the excitation

light source.  A set  of  mirrors  and lenses  are  used to ex-
pand  the  laser  beam to  a  diameter  of  25  mm.  The  laser
works at a 10 Hz repetition rate with the single-pulse en-
ergy of 80 mJ and the optical fluence on the sample sur-
face is 16 mJ/cm2, which is below the American National
Standards Institue (ANSI) safety limit. Assisted by a mo-
tor,  the  fabricated  sensor  achieves  the  detection  of  the
target at a scanning step of 50 μm. The measurement sig-
nals  are  digitalized  by  a  DAQ at  a  sampling  rate  of  125
MHz. The  excitation  laser,  motor  and  DAQ  are  con-
trolled and synchronized by a LabVIEW program. After
data  acquisition,  a  time-reversal  algorithm  is  employed
to reconstruct the photoacoustic images29.

To characterize  the  lateral  and  vertical  spatial  resolu-
tion  of  the  microfiber-based  photoacoustic  tomography
system,  the  method  of  imaging  small  samples  is  usually
adopted30. Therefore, three parallel hairs with a diameter
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of 60 μm were used as the samples, which were placed at
depths  of  5  mm,  8  mm,  and  12  mm,  respectively.  As
shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), the microfiber sensor is per-
pendicular  and  parallel  to  the  hairs  respectively  in  axial
and lateral resolution measurements. The corresponding
reconstructed images of the sample are exhibited in Fig.
7(c) and 7(d), respectively. Three hairs can be clearly ob-
served  in  images  while  the  shadow  below  each  hair  is
caused  by  the  reflected  signal  of  PMMA  substrate.  The
data  along  the  dotted  lines  in Fig. 7(c) and 7(d) are ex-
tracted and fitted by Gaussian curves, of which the resol-
ution is  determined by  the  full  width  at  half  maximum.
From Fig. 7(e) and 7(f),  the  axial  spatial  resolution
gradually deteriorated from 65 μm to 102 μm as the ima-
ging depth increased from 5 mm to  12  mm. The lateral
spatial  resolution  is  250  μm  at  the  depth  of  5  mm  and
gradually  increased  to  420  μm  at  the  depth  of  12  mm.
The  decrease  in  axial  resolution  is  mainly  attributed  to
the  fact  that  the  transmission  loss  of  higher  frequency
acoustic wave is relatively high. While owing that the ef-
fective  angular  detection  aperture  decreases  along  with
the increasing depth,  the  lateral  resolution becomes  lar-
ger resulting  in  the  fuzzy  imaging.  Notably,  the  amp-
litudes of  reconstructed  image  decrease  with  the  in-
crease of  depth,  due  to  the  large  transmission  attenu-
ation of the ultrasound wave. 

Conclusions
In summary, this work demonstrated a microfiber-based
ultrasound sensor  as  well  as  an  MZI  interrogating  sys-
tem to achieve high sensitivity and stable ultrasound de-
tection.  Due  to  the  large  evanescent  field  characteristics
of  microfiber  and  the  high  elastic-optic  coefficient  of
PDMS, the microfiber-based ultrasound sensor exhibits a
sensitivity as  high  as  3.5  mV/kPa,  which  is  approxim-
ately  10  times  higher  than  the  SMF  based  sensor.  The
sensor also exhibits a low NEP of 0.15 kPa and large dy-
namic  range  from  0  to  550  kPa.  Moreover,  benefiting
from  the  phase  feedback  stabilization  technology  and
microfiber encapsulation  with  PDMS,  the  excellent  sta-
bility of the system is demonstrated, with the maximum
fluctuation of sensitivity less than ±8% within 110 hours.
Furthermore, a PAT system based on the microfiber ul-
trasound  sensor  is  established,  which  achieves  an  axial
resolution  of  65 –102  μm  and  lateral  resolution  of
250–420  μm over  a  depth  of  12  mm.  The  sensor  shows
great  potential  for  NDT  and  biomedical  ultrasound
imaging.
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